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How to peak and tune a galaxy 959

RADIO MODIFICATIONS       DX959 (P5 P6 Switch) Frequency Conversion       Channel Chart (After Modification)       Viagra Board Frequency Modification       10kc Mod       Clarifier Mod       Increase Clarifier Range Update       Roger Beep Tone Mod       FC347 Wiring Diagram for a DX959
ALIGNMENT PROCEDURES      PLL Alignment      Transmitter Alignment      Receiver Alignment      Adjustment Locations SEMICONDUCTOR INFORMATION       Semiconductor Datasheets DIAGRAMS     Schematic Diagram Bipolar Chassis (Aug. 22, 1997)     DX959 Inter-connection Diagram
    DX959 Inter-connection Diagram PCB Layouts and Parts     Main PCB (EPT069610Z)     Modular VCO PCB (EPF000210Z)     Talkback / Clarifier Control VR PCB (EPT095950Z)     SWR PCB (EPT360042Z)     Mic Jack PCB (EPT690050Z)     Dimmer PCB (EPT055V51Z)     ANF/GNF PCB
(EPT009830Z)     Mode Switch PCB (EPT095930Z)     Channel Selector PCB (EPT099N20Z)     Display PCB (EPT073N30Z)     Front Panel Controls PCB (EPT095940Z (Early Production)     Front Panel Controls PCB (EPT095941Z (Current Production)     Frequency Counter PCB (EPT900040Z)
    Frequency Counter PCB (EPT900043Z) (Started with later 2005 Production) Chassis, Miscellaneous & Mechanical Parts     Miscellaneous & Mechanical Parts Stock 1- Shield  (Ground) 2- Yellow  (Audio) 3- Red      (Transmit) 4- White   (Receive) Astatic (4 wire) 1- Shield 2- White 3- Red 4- Black
Astatic (6 wire) 1- Shield & Blue 2- White 3- Red 4- Black Yellow NC Daiwa EM-500 Cobra CA Series 1- Shield & Black 2- Red 3- White 4- Blue Galaxy DC-521S (4 wire) 1- Shield 2- Yellow 3- Red 4- Black Galaxy CB-660EI 1- Shield & Black 2- White 3- Red 4- Blue Sadelta 1- Shield 2- White 3- Brown 4-
Green Turner 1- Shield & Red 2- White 3- Blue 4- Black Yellow NC DX 949 and DX 959 Adjustments According to CB Rule 24 (b): "You are responsible for the proper operation of the station at all times and are expected to provide for observations, servicing and maintenance as often as may be
necessary to ensure proper operation. You must have all internal repairs or internal adjustments to your CB transmitter made in accordance with the Technical Regulations (See Subpart E). The internal repairs or internal adjustments should be performed by or under the immediate supervision and
responsibilty of a person certified as technically qualified to perform transmitter maintenance and repair duties in the private land mobile services and fixed services by an organization or committee representative of users in those services." VR 1....AM S-Meter VR 2....SSB S-Meter VR 3....SSB Squelch
Range VR 4....AM Squelch Range VR 6.....SSB Carrier Balance VR 7....TX Offset VR 9....RF Meter VR10...Final Bias VR12...Driver Bias VR13...SSB ALC VR14...AM High Power VR15...AM Modulation Meter VR16...AM Modulation VR17...SSB Power VR18...AM Low Power VC1....10.240   The Galaxy
DX-959 has been around for a while now. It has a proven track record and has proved very popular with many CB users.You can’t help but notice when you look at this radio that as well as an impressive array of features it has a particularly large meter. It is something that Galaxy radios have become
known for, and allows easy, more accurate readings.It is a multi-functional meter offering a Signal (S) Meter, power output modulation and also works as a built-in SWR meter. The latter is automatically calibrated negating the need to set it before you take your reading.However, what we really want from a
CB radio above anything else is a sensitive receiver and nice clear transmit with good modulation. This radio excels in all departments. It really is a serious piece of equipment. The DX-959 is a multi-mode radio handling both AM and SSB. For those that are unfamiliar with SSB there can be some
confusion with many labelling it as additional frequencies or channels. It is not, it's another mode you can use on the same frequencies. SSB works by suppressing the carrier signal and using just half the AM signal giving you two modes lower and upper sideband.If you know what it is then you'll be happy
that the DX-959 is equipped with SSB. If you are still a little confused then the very broad explanation is it offers less noise and you can typically talk a little further on sideband.Other Features / SpecsIt has more features than many radios out there. So much so that the volume and squelch are combined
on a 2-part knob. Well the very large and easy-to-read meter is also partly responsible.As well as the basics you'd expect on any radio like 40 channels, volume, squelch, and a signal meter there are a host of other cool stuff on this DX-959.Built-in SWR meterAlthough internal SWR meters in radios are
known for not being as accurate and we always prefer to set up an antenna using a good quality external meter. However, having a built-in one is handy to keep an eye on things especially when CB radio antennas aren't necessarily a set and forget item. You do need to keep an eye on them and the
reality is we don't tend to keep an SWR meter plugged in, especially when mobile.5-digit Frequency CounterAlthough the chanel display will prove the most useful a frequency counter comes into its own should you wish to modify the radio for additional frequencies.Volume / SquelchThey have combined
these into a two-part knob - Galaxy have had to to get all the features in!Talkback CircuitLet's you listen to yourself while transmitting. Useful to test your mic volume.Roger BleepThis tone that is added to the end of each transmission lets the listen know you have finished speaking. You can turn it on and
off by pushing the Mic Gain knob.Galaxy Noise Filter (GNF)Reduces noise to help with weak signals. It limits the amount of high-frequency noise. Note: this is for SSB only.Automatic Noise Limiter (ANL)Cuts out static and electric noiseMic GainControls the volume of the microphoneRF GainPull in weak
signals although it is particularly useful when talking to someone very local - turning it down keeps just the very strongest signals reducing interference.RF PowerYou can adjust the power output of the radioDimmerAdjusts the brightness of the display. Pushing the button in turns it off completely. Handy
when you are using the CB while mobile at night. Tone SwitchSets the tone to either low, medium or high. Can also prove useful if there is a lot of static.ClarifierUsed for tuning in stations on SSBIn UseModulation is very good, in fact you are likely to get compliments on how loud and clear you are - this is
particularly true on AM.Galaxy DX-959 Peak and TuneAlthough against FCC rules to increase the power of any radio over 4 watts AM or 12 watts SSB, the DX-959 is relatively easy to modify and output quite a bit more than this (over 20 watts). A good tech will be able to get the best out of this radio.If you
also occasionally run a linear amplifier the variable power is really handy. This way you can turn the power down to suit the amplifier and turn it up again when you are running “barefoot”. I purchased a new (2015) Galaxy DX 959 SSB cb and have been told by at least four people that these radios come
out the box at about 75% of there rated FCC allowables. What's the scoop with this? I was also in formed that the Galaxy DX 959 is the easiest radio to push beyond the FCC signal output. I was under the understanding that these radios are not to be tampered with in that respect. I am a real newbie at
this so be patient with my rather obvious stupidity. Les No fine tuning is needed, just connect power, antenna, mic and talk away! Simple isn't it! . 73, n9zas Well, I did use the built in SWR meter to tune the antenna. I have the SWR sitting at about 1.6 on ch. 1 & 40. I am looking at a Firestik II antenna
rather than the magnetic mount roof antenna that was given to me. Yeah, I'd tend to agree here. I wouldn't let anyone mess with your radio. These guys that do this are referred to as "Golden Screwdrivers". They'll claim to "peak and tune" the radios for a not so minor fee. Trouble is, they are usually guys
that learned somewhere along the way to twist a pot, spread some coils, or generally fiddle around while watching the needle on a watt meter. Honest truth is that RF power output isn't as important as many people think it is. Even if your 4 watt radio is only running a 75%, the 3 watts versus 4 watts isn't
going to amount to anything noticeable. And, yeah, you could probably get someone to tweak it just right and get 12 or 15 watts out of it, but again, all this is is RF output. Usually it comes at the expense of spectral cleanliness, etc. Cranking the power on these radios sometimes just splatters signal all
over the CB band. Sure, the needle on the watt meter is showing more power, but is all that power going where you really want it? If you were going to do this, I'd really shop around and find a technician that's got the knowledge and tools to do it right. That would mean more than just an expensive watt
meter. They really need to be looking at the actually RF emissions of the radio. Making sure it's on frequency, it's inside the channel it's supposed to be, and your increase in RF power is going where you need it to go. Personally I don't see the point. Like I said above, the increase in RF power isn't what
makes it work well. Put the money you'd spend on a "peak and tune" into better coax and a better antenna. That'll work better than the golden screwdriver treatment. I allowed someone to tune a CB once, end result was splattering across most of the 40 channels. Ended up paying someone else to fix it.
This was 20 years ago before I knew much about HAM radio. Another thing I'd add: Just looking at the transmit side of the radio is sort of pointless. Since you have a 2 way radio, you really need to look at the transmitter AND the receiver. You can have someone tweak your radio to get a few more watts
out, but if the receiver is deaf, all you are doing is broadcasting one way messages. Before you let someone touch your radio, find out what they do on the receive side. Finding a talented technician, not some guy at a truck stop, who can adjust the receiver as well as the transmitter would be much more
useful. Remember, if you can't hear them you can't really talk to them. Put the money into your antenna system first, that'll give you more "bang for your loonie". Another thing I'd add: Just looking at the transmit side of the radio is sort of pointless. Since you have a 2 way radio, you really need to look at
the transmitter AND the receiver. You can have someone tweak your radio to get a few more watts out, but if the receiver is deaf, all you are doing is broadcasting one way messages. Before you let someone touch your radio, find out what they do on the receive side. Finding a talented technician, not
some guy at a truck stop, who can adjust the receiver as well as the transmitter would be much more useful. Remember, if you can't hear them you can't really talk to them. Put the money into your antenna system first, that'll give you more "bang for your loonie". +1 Best antenna I ever had was a full 1/4
wave 102" whip mounted to my metal toolbox in the bed of a truck. Got more bang for the buck than anything else I tried back in the day. Had a K40 prior to that which worked ok but not like the full 102" whip. Need to get the swr under 1.5. The lower the better. Anything over 1.5 will damage, and
eventually burn out the finals. Instead of a fire stick, look at a Francis antenna. The wire is inside the shaft instead of on the outside. The external wire tends to get damaged easily. Also, the Francis is pretty flexible and will bend (within reason) instead of snapping. I gave only $20 each for mine, so they
are a bargin and perform really well. Yeah, antenna is almost everything. A cheap radio with a really good antenna will outperform an expensive radio with a cheap antenna, every day. I've never had good luck with fiberglass antennas, but I think the OP is talking about a base install, at least that is what
his other posts are about. Personally I always used Larsen NMO-27. Professional antenna designed for real world use. Look after them and they'll last a lifetime. I've got one I used to have on a truck 23 years ago, I rarely use it now, but still works great. Of course nothing beats a 102" whip. All this
antenna stuff is pointless if it isn't installed correctly. Most of the antenna installs I see are pretty bad. Well, I did use the built in SWR meter to tune the antenna. I have the SWR sitting at about 1.6 on ch. 1 & 40. Need to get the swr under 1.5. The lower the better. Anything over 1.5 will damage, and
eventually burn out the finals. In reality, assuming a 4 watt output at the antenna port, the reflected power versus VSWR is: 0.215 Watts reflected (1:1.6 VSWR) 0.16 Watts reflected (1:1.5 VSWR) so the reflected power difference is 0.055 Watts which is negligible. In reality, a 1:1.6 VSWR is very
respectable. It is true, however, the lower the better but if 1:1.6 VSWR is as low as you can get it, you should be fine. One thing that I would caution you on is the accuracy of the Galaxy's built-in SWR meter. If you can find a local club where somebody has a good standalone SWR meter, that would be
good to do a "sanity check" against the Galaxy's built-in SWR meter. 73, Dave K4EET Living in the mountains I live in the mountains so my SWR readings are all over the guage. Sometimes 1.2 all the way to 2.4. I amgoing to do some serious study on antennas. It seems that personal reference plays as
much of a part in their selection as does actual performance. I live in the mountains so my SWR readings are all over the guage. Sometimes 1.2 all the way to 2.4. I amgoing to do some serious study on antennas. It seems that personal reference plays as much of a part in their selection as does actual
performance. What does living in the mountains have to do with a high swr? 73, n9zas No it won't, most modern CBs will transmit almost indefinitely with no antenna connected and you won't hurt the radio. Over 2:1 and some radios with built in protection will back down the power anyway. On the
Firestick antenna, in the 1970s and 80s when I worked at and managed a CB shop we had a 4ft Firestick for demonstration. We let customers whip and beat it against the sharp edge concrete in front of the shop every day for about 5yrs and it was still usable after that. I know the end of the antenna that
was smacking the concrete was going at least 100mph most of the time. Do the same to a Francis and it won't last very long. prcguy Need to get the swr under 1.5. The lower the better. Anything over 1.5 will damage, and eventually burn out the finals. Instead of a fire stick, look at a Francis antenna. The
wire is inside the shaft instead of on the outside. The external wire tends to get damaged easily. Also, the Francis is pretty flexible and will bend (within reason) instead of snapping. I gave only $20 each for mine, so they are a bargin and perform really well. I live in the mountains so my SWR readings are
all over the guage. Sometimes 1.2 all the way to 2.4. I amgoing to do some serious study on antennas. It seems that personal reference plays as much of a part in their selection as does actual performance. SWR, simply put, is a measurement of how well the radio is matched with the your antenna and
coax to get the most out of the output from the radio. Terrain has nothing to do with it. I live in the mountains so my SWR readings are all over the guage. Sometimes 1.2 all the way to 2.4. I amgoing to do some serious study on antennas. It seems that personal reference plays as much of a part in their
selection as does actual performance. What mag mount came with the radio? New, unopened, or used by the person who you got the radio from? I'm going to go with what was posted, get an actual CB meter and hook it between the antenna and radio. Is there anyone near you that can help you? And,
no, terrain has nothing to do with SWR. Larry The mag antenna The 3' antenna was given to me by a ham operator " VE7BZE ". (the radio is new out of the box) and is mounted on the cab center of a Ford Ranger PU (the antenna that is). When I am parked in my driveway, where my garage door is metal,
my SWR reading sits around 2.4. When I parked out on the street, about 25 yards from the driveway, the SWR reads a constant 1.2. I am thinking that the garage door has something to do with the swing in the SWR readings. I now have a 16' roof top antenna that I am going to set up then to see how that
works. My grandson, who is arborist is going haul the 16' ft. antenna to the top of a 175 ft tree that I mentioned in another thread; however, he feels that the wind may move the antenna around too much. I'll just keep plugging away at it until I get the readings I am satisfied with. You guys are a great help!
The 3' antenna was given to me by a ham operator " VE7BZE ". (the radio is new out of the box) and is mounted on the cab center of a Ford Ranger PU (the antenna that is). When I am parked in my driveway, where my garage door is metal, my SWR reading sits around 2.4. When I parked out on the
street, about 25 yards from the driveway, the SWR reads a constant 1.2. I am thinking that the garage door has something to do with the swing in the SWR readings. I now have a 16' roof top antenna that I am going to set up then to see how that works. My grandson, who is arborist is going haul the 16' ft.
antenna to the top of a 175 ft tree that I mentioned in another thread; however, he feels that the wind may move the antenna around too much. I'll just keep plugging away at it until I get the readings I am satisfied with. You guys are a great help! That 16' antenna would be better served attaching it to the
house. I read your post about the tree and length of coax you'd need to get it to your house. Way too much coax for what you want to do. For a CB that transmits 4 watts AM, and ~12 watts SSB, you would lose your signal through the coax, regardless of what you use. Your son is correct about the tree
moving and messing with the signal. Set it up on the house, use quality RG8 with the connectors soldered on correctly, even if you have to buy the run of coax with the connectors installed. You'll be happier in the long run. Now, a 175' tower would be a different story HTH, Larry Last edited: Jul 24, 2016
"is going haul the 16' ft. antenna to the top of a 175 ft tree" I just hope it is a wireless antenna, so you can avoid all those costs and problems getting 175'++ of really good coax cable. (WEG) The 3' antenna was given to me by a ham operator " VE7BZE ". (the radio is new out of the box) and is mounted
on the cab center of a Ford Ranger PU (the antenna that is). When I am parked in my driveway, where my garage door is metal, my SWR reading sits around 2.4. When I parked out on the street, about 25 yards from the driveway, the SWR reads a constant 1.2. I am thinking that the garage door has
something to do with the swing in the SWR readings. Absolutely. The metal garage door is reflecting the signal. Moving away from it decreases this effect. This is why antenna test ranges are wide open areas with nothing around the antenna. Sounds like 1.2:1 is what your real reading is. This is very
much acceptable. What counts more than that is how well it works. If you are getting the coverage you need, then leave it as is. Don't get to hung up in meter readings. Going through the gyrations to get the 1.2 down to 1.1 isn't going to net you anything noticeable. e. What counts more than that is how
well it works. If you are getting the coverage you need, then leave it as is. Don't get to hung up in meter readings. Going through the gyrations to get the 1.2 down to 1.1 isn't going to net you anything noticeable. Last night I had a great gab session with a group in California, New Mex. & Kansas. I just
parked at the summit of one of the mountains in our neighbourhood and there they were. Also had a brief chat on LSB with a fellow who is based in Oregon. There is no doubt that the little cab tmounted, mag. antenna works as well as could be expected
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